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Times Tables Game
Computer Science Concepts
-Decomposing a basic example game
-Forever loops
-Score and timer variables
-User testing and feedback

Program Aim Can the pupils create a simple times tables
game that will help themselves and others learn one table
that they normally struggle with?
Maths Concepts
-Multiplication tables -Degrees -Random -Angles

Differentiation and Assessment for Learning This planning can be used alongside the hint cards, catchup cards and extension cards. At the beginning of each session the learning intention sheet is shared and
the learning journey expanded through success criteria. Pupils feed their progress back to the teacher
through annotating this sheet with smiley faces at the end of the lesson. Teachers can also annotate the
sheet to indicate those who need more or less help in future lessons. These extra resources can be found
on the code-it.co.uk website.
5a, Change background when
wrong sprite is clicked

Extension

6, Narrator
& Timer

4a, Reappear after 3 secs
1, Decompose
game example
Pupil examples
at end of
planning
Learning Path

2a, Faster if touching
another sprite

3a, Random Direction

5, Scoring
4, Hiding when clicked

3, Initial Direction

2, Moving & Bouncing

Catch-up Cards

Support

1, Decomposing Game Example
Show pupils a variant of the game in presentation mode. Play the game with them as they decompose its
elements. http://scratch.mit.edu/projects/16084505/ Don’t let them look at the code. You can decompose as a class but I find that most Y5 or 6 classes respond well to being able to code independently after
they have filled in the decomposed sheet correctly and it has been checked by you.
2, Challenge
Pupils choose a table to create. Ask them recreate the game they decomposed
earlier. Give pupils time to create the right and wrong answer number discs as
sprites or download the 100 sprite premade resource. Allow pupils to work
independently supporting with hint cards that show the blocks they could use if
they have attempted a solution independently and are still stuck. Don’t hand out
hint cards unless pupils can tell you what they are trying to create. Very few
pupils will need the catch up cards so use as a last resort.

Decomposition
Break up a problem
into sections and
solve each section
separately
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Times Table Game P2
2a, Faster if touching another sprite
This is a hard extension.
One possible solution is this.

3, Set initial direction of sprite so that they all bounce
in different directions

One possible solution is this.

3a, Ensure that number sprites always move off
in a random direction.
One possible solution is this.

4, Hiding a correct number sprite when it is clicked
Challenge pupils to find a way to hide the correct
number sprite when it is clicked and to make the
sprite reappear when the game is started.

Name of sprite will be different
this can confuse SEN pupils

One possible solution is this.

4a, Making a sprite reappear after x seconds
Challenge pupils to find a way to make the sprite
reappear after a set amount of seconds.
One possible solution is this.
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Times Table Game P3

5, Provide scoring where a correct choice will
increase the score and an incorrect choice will
decrease the score
Give children this as a challenge but don’t provide a solution until they have all given this a go.
Do remind them of variable use in the past.

Increasing score by
one when clicked

Set score to 0 when
game starts. Only
needed on one sprite.

One possible solution is this.
If they have hide for x seconds it could look like
this.

5a, Change background when wrong
sprite is clicked
Pupils could use a broadcast to trigger a
background change in the stage area.

6, Create a timer that stops the game after x seconds
Challenge pupils to find a way of timing the game and
ending it after a set number of seconds.
One possible solution is this.

Pupils create a narrator
sprite that starts the
game and reveals the
final score

You might wish pupils to
evaluate their peers work
highlighting two good elements
and one thing to improve in the
box provided on the bottom of
the learning intentions sheet
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Pupil decompose game work samples

Times Table Game P4
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Pupil decompose game work samples
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